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Abstract:
In this paper, we discuss the secure of transfering of
medical images. We propose two cryptosystems, the first
one is a very fast algorithm by block, the TEA (Tiny
Encryption Algorithm) and the second is a stream cipher
based on Vigenere’s ciphering. We show differences
existing between them, especially concerning the combination of the image encryption and the compression.
Results applied to medical images are given to illustrate
the two methods.
keywords : secure transfer, medical, images, block
cipher, stream cipher, crypto-compression.

also very interesting. Among several systems, we have
retained two of them: the TEA and the stream cipher
method.
Tiny Encryption Algorithm
TEA is a short algoritm [7] which uses Feistel block

cipher with a 128-bit key
and 64-bit message blocks.
It uses arithmetic and XOR operations rather than substitution (S-Box) and permutation. The number of rounds is
variable, for a good security  rounds are necessary, but

authors advise that  rounds are better. A cycle of TEA
applied to the block   consists of:



INTRODUCTION
Ciphering of medical images is actually an important
issue. One essential difference between text data and image data is that the size of image data is much larger than
the text data.The time is a factor very important for the
image encryption.We find it at two levels, one is the time
to encrypt, the other is the time to transfer images. To
minimize it, the first step is to choose a robust, rapid
and easy method to implement cryptosystem. An other
important criteria concerns the method of compression,
it will decrease the size of images without loss of image quality. In our study we have found some articles on
crypto-compression: one of them talk about image coding for mobile using tree structures [1], the second on
compression and encryption of binary and gray-scale images using schemes based on SCAN [2]. Other articles
dealing with medical imagery in particulary in [3] and in
[4] a partial encryption technique based on AES the new
standard is proposed.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly present TEA and stream cipher cryptosystems. In
Section 3, we propose a crypto-compression process, in
the articular case for echography images. Finally some
conclusions are given in Section 4.
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A stream cipher method
This cryptosystem was proposed by W.Puech and al
[8]. It constitutes a variant of Vigenere’s cipher, illustraded Figure 1.
If p(n) is a pixel of the original image, p’(n) the ciphered

ENCRYPTION ALGORITHMS
In previous papers [5,6], we have studied a public key
cryptosystem to encrypt image pixel by pixel, with the
RSA algorithm. But, if we take blocks of several pixels,
the time of ciphering is too long. We have considered
other systems with a secret key. The algorithm DES and
RSA require much time to encrypt images and it is not

Fig. 1: Stream cipher method.
pixel is according to the next equation:
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The coefficients ./ are generated with the keystream.
The equation (2) can be written:
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where k is the order of recurrence corresponding to the
length of the chosen key.
The particularity of the method resides in the fact that the
encryption of each pixel depends on three elements, the
pixel in clear, the keystream, and the k precedent pixels
in the image. Moreover, our encryption system requires
the introduction of k virtual pixels to encrypt the k first
pixels.The . coefficients have been coded on two bits,
5
we have chosen
the following values (Table 1):
During the binary lecture of the keystream, to the binary
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TEA encryption : The Tiny Encryption Algorithm is
fast to encrypt and decrypt medical images, around one
second for echography using a pentium III. But the nature
of encryption clearly shows blocks encryption. Besides,
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value
is associated alternately the number I or <I.
;)
In this case, the effective length of the key to use is I
bits.
Application on medical images
To illustrate the proposed methods, we have chosen two
images, one echography (405 KB-Figure 2.a) and the
other obtained by scanner (256 KB- Figure 2.b).

b)
Fig. 3: TEA ciphering a) echography b) scanner.
Figures 3.a and b allow to guess the nature of images.
We have observed that with a 3D reconstruction of the
aorta image (256KB) from 2D image sections obtained
by scanner, the encryption is also not very good (Figures
4.a and 4.b).
Stream cipher We have chosen a 128-bit keystream
K
K
which generates J4 virtual pixels and J . coefficients
5
with <I L . L I. On these images (Figures
5.a and
5
5.b), the advantage of stream cipher appears clearly, one
has no indication on used cryptosystem as well as on the
nature of the image, even for the 3D image of the aorta.
COMPRESSION

a)
Problem on image compression.

b)
Fig. 2: Original image a) echography b) scanner.

The transmission of numerical images often needs
an important number of bits. This number is again more
consequent when it concerns medical images. If we
want to transmit these images by network, reducing the
image size is important. The goal of the compression is
to decrease this initial weight. This reduction strongly
depends of the used compression method, as well as of
the intrinsec nature of the image. Therefore the problem
is the following:
1. To compress without lossy, but with low factor
compression. If you want to transmit only one
image, it is satisfactory. But in the medical area,

a)

b
Fig. 4: TEA ciphering c) aorta 3D d) encrypted image.
these are often sequences that the doctor waits to
emit a diagnostic.

2. To compress with losses with the risk to lose
information .
The question that puts then is what are the relevant
informations to preserve and those that can be neglected without altering the quality of the diagnosis
or the analysis. The human visual system is one of
the means of appreciation, although subjective and
being able to vary from an individual to an other.
However, this system is still important to judge the
possible causes of degradation and the quality of
the compression.

Fig. 5: Stream cipher a) Echography b) scanner.
1984, LZ77( LZ78) was improved by T. Welch, resultant
in LZW [11]. We have used also the new lossless format
JPEG2000 which has replaced the old JPEG [12].
The proposed method is analogous to Run Length
Coding, and it is usable for images comprising homogeneous areas as medical images, especially in the 3D image of the aorta where great black zones appear. These
images possess often very numerous redundancies that
are the basis of the proposed method of compression. We
consider a block of n consecutive pixels having the same
level of gray. If the block is heterogeneous it is encrypted
without special treatment. If the block of n pixels is homogeneous, we read the next series and so on until the
next heterogeneous block. All identical blocks are coded
in the same manner.
To signal the redundancy of this serie we use an eight

Our method
We are going to see that encryption and compression
constitute a pair that is difficultly reconcilable, one has
tendency to increase the weight of the file, the other
to decrease the image quality. The solution that we
have proposed is to join these two methods in one: the
crypto-compression. This compromise appears to be
enough satisfactory, on one hand the compression is
O
without loss with a rate oscillating between MN and P
according to cases, on the other hand an unique program
suffices to undertake two operations. These values are
close to those obtained by others methods. For example,
LZ77 or LZ78 are the names for the two lossless data
compression algorithms published by A.Lempel and
J.Jacob [9, 10]. They are both dictionary coders. Later in

Fig. 6: Crypto-compression method.
block bytes The distribution of the eight bytes is the following (Figure.6):
- the four bytes of strong weight serve to signal that there
is a serie of n identical pixels;
- the two next bytes indicate the length of the continua-

tion;
- the seventh byte serves to define the serie;
- finally the weak weight byte indicates the value of grey
level.
Results
To estimate the quality of the process of cryptocompression we have studied the evolution of the entropy:
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where Y is the value of grey level, a b Yc the probability
\
to find \
this grey level and R the number
of bits per pixel.
Entropy allows to have an idea of the redistribution of
pixels and the number necessary for transmission by network. The entropy of the echography (Figure 7) shows a

Fig. 9: echography :entropy crypto-compressed image.
which corresponds about ef ]eg of the pixels having an
initial grey level of h. The Figure f shows the effect of enj
cryption by blocks of i bits with eight modes dominants.
Figure k indicates that pixels are redistributed in almost
mnopa nqr^ ]
homogeneous way with an average about h ]hel
We observe (Table 2) that the entropy of encrypted im-
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Table 2: Echography:entropy variations.

Fig. 7: Echography: entropy
Figure 2.a.

of

original image-

peak which corresponds about ef ]eg of pixels having an
initial grey level of h. The Figure f shows the effect of enj
cryption by blocks of i bits with eight modes dominants.
Figure k indicates that pixels are redistributed in almost
mnopa nqr^ ]
homogeneous way with an average of h ]hel
The entropy of the echography (Figure 7) shows a peak

age is very high and the entropy of crypto-compressed
one is better (near eight bits/pixel). But our method allows to realize two operations in the same time and to
reduce the size of the file.The Figure 10.a represents the
image of echography after crypto-compression, its size is
eh with a rate of compression of 1.3.The image of
aorta Figure 10.b having homogeneous blocks more nuz
merous, the size is reduced from  i to if for a
rate of compression of 3.76.

a)

b)
Fig. 10: a) echography b) 3D image aorta.

CONCLUSION
Fig. 8: Echography: entropy of the encrypted-image.

In this paper, we have presented methods to encrypt
images for a secure transfer purpose. We have shown

that the quality of the encryption depends on the chosen
crypto-system.
Encryption increases the entropy of the image and thus
the number of bits necessary by pixel. To transfer medical
images without losses we think that crypto-compression
seems to be an interesting solution with a rate varying
between 1.3 and 3.8. The crypto-compression is adapted
to the encryption by blocks as TEA but it is not possible
with stream-ciphers.
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